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llr. Irving Brokaw Executing the Right Out-

side Forward Bracket Before the Turn.

Mr. Irving Brokaw,
Foremost Figure

Skater America
tvt fIMOo Xj

By
A Flgurt Bkatar Author of Tho Art of Flguro

now coTered moat of tho
HAVING Ice dancea, wa may

to tho aohotol Cf-ur-

Bracketa, Rockera and Counters.
Bracket, or, aa they are aometlmea

called, counteKhreea, are o
turna Identical aa to edge with the three,
but with the reverie, or rota-
tion, ROF to RIB. A bracket consist of
two forced curvea, a forced curve or falie

betnf one which look Ilka a
change ct edge, but contains no change
and la always combined either with It-

self bracket or with a turn rocker
or counter.

These brackets navo a change of edge
at the turns, but neither rockera nor
countera have any change of edge at all.

The Important thing to remember tn
skating brackets la to keep the ahouldera
flat through tho entire figure. This Is
one of the figures where a glance at the
akatlcg foot assists the correct turn.
Just aa "keeping your eye on the ball"
la golf facUltatea the proper stroke.

It Is to bear la mind the
following potnta In making brackets:
The forward bracket turn must be
skated on the front part and the back-
ward bracket on the back part of the
blade. The sharper the edge and the
quicker the turn the better will be the
print The body must be leaning to-

wards the centre, but straightening at
the turn white the akate still holds the
edge to make a sharp print without a
change of edge. The curve may be
alralghtened before the turn by spread-aglln- g

the lege, but It Is doubtful
whether very flat brackets are desirable.

Before turna, assume the shoulder n

for the turn instead of for the
curve. The body cannot be too flat to
the print In making the turn the mo-

tion of the hips la most in

The Diagrams, from Left to
Show, in Perspective,

the Right Outside Forward
Bracket, the Right

Forward Rocker and the
Right Inside Forward Counter
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fact, they mar to aatd to xnovo tbo
abouldwa and art ut aa Important la
the execution of the turn as the
ahouldera.

Arms and shoulders should be kept
under control and the entire figure
akated rapidly with the ahouldera held
flat before the turn and In the line of
direction after It

The official schedule of BRACKETS la
aa follows:

No. 18a Starting ROF. LIB
NO. 18b BUrtlng LOF. RIB

No. lie 8tartlng RIF, LOB
No. 19b Biartlng LIF, ROB

The outalde forward bracket (No. 18a)
la begun with the employed ahoulder
leading, the balance foot kept behind and
the arms outstretched. Tho ahouldera
are rotated In the oppose direction
alowly by keeping the unemployed ahoul-

der back, eo as to bring the body and
legs more or leaa In a spread-eagle- d po
altlon tor the turn on a sharp edge.

Make the turn on the toe of the akate
by lifting the heel Just enough to keep
the balance foot before the turn crossed
over behind and crossed over In front of
the print after the turn. The balance
foot la carried rather high after the turn
and la held across the print In front and
over the line, pointing down, and It is
bald there until the balance la obtained
for a normal Inside backward edge
executed In the normal IB plain circle
fashion. The body muat b leaning to-

ward the centre both before and after
the turn. This figure should be prac-

ticed In connection with the left Inside
back bracket with which It la akated In
the official achedule.

The Inside forward bracket (No. 19a) la
started like the Inside forward plain cir-

cle with the balance foot behind. The
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the
Left

Left Inside

gently forward
aa near to the
employed foot
as possible the
employed knee
being "well
bent and the balance foot ahoulder being
brought forward In the direction of mo-

tion In to be held flat with the
at the turn.

To execute the turn on the front part
of the blade, lift the balance foot
slightly In the direction of progression
and "twist" the balance foot shoulder In
the new elating direction In the direc-
tion of the outside backward edge.

after the turn, look well
over the unemployed ahoulder and drop
the balance foot across behind the em-

ployed toot, throwing well out and
back with opened knees, aa in the
position for the outalde backward
circle. Do not carry the balance foot
far from the akatlng foot at the moment
of the turn or the quickness of the turn
will be Impaired. Briefly, the balance
foot must be kept In front before the
turn and behind after the turn. The LOB
bracket muat be akated In connection
with thla figure.

The outalde backward bracket Is
skated aa follows: After the start, let
the balance leg at once pasa the akatlng
foot aa tn the OB circle; at the same time
"sink" well on the knee and
then bring the balance leg forward again
and carry It over the print holding It
low and flattening the ahouldera In order
to prepare the turn.

At the turn, the balance foot la held
near the employed and the body kept a
little In front of the skate to facilitate
making the turn, which la made by an
Instantaneous flip on the heel. Both
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The Diagrams Show the Cor-

rect Shape of the Bracket (Fig.
1), the Rocker (Fig. 2), and

the Counter (Fig. 3),
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these motion,
force the body
over onto the In-

side forward
edge. The weight
of the body will
be thrown In the
direction neces-
sary to complete
the Inside for-

ward properly by
looking back
quickly at the
turn.

After the turn, the balance foot must
toe held behind and across with the
leading arm stretched well out; towards
the end of the curve the balance foot
passes forward, near the employed, to
complete the forward circle In
normal position.

In the course of this flguro the balance
foot is brought back after starting, then
crossed In front Just before the turn, be-

hind Just after the turn and la front
again towarda the finish of the curve.

For the backward bracket the
balance foot la kept in front at the start
and then gently passes the employed toot
eo that when the turn is made It la be-

hind and outside the print Care must
be taken to hold the inside edge, because
the rotation of the unemployed shoulder
tenda to bring skater onto the outside
backward edge. The turn Is made on
the heel of the akate, and the unem-
ployed ahoulder is forced towards the
centre after it. This changing of position
allows the skater to proceed from back-
ward inside to forward outside. The bal-
ance foot. In this figure, is kept
up to the turn and crosses over tn front
after the turn. Just aa In forward
bracketa.

We now come to the two last of the
school figures. They are the Rocker and
11. a Counter. The Rocker is the most
difficult of the school figures and gen-
erally requires long aud continued prao-tlc-

Figure S on tts page givea the dia-
gram for the Rocker and Figure S the
diagram for the Counter.

The official achedule for the Rocker
(Nos. 20a. 20b, 21a and 21b) and tor the
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Counter (Nos. 22a, 22b, 23a and 23b) Is
as follows:

Stacker. Coaster.
Nos. 20a 22a Starting ROF, LOB
Nos. 20b 22b Starting LOF, ROB
Nos. 21a 23a Starting RIF, LIB
Nos. 21b 23b Starting UP, RIB

I will not be able In these
articles to discuss each of these
various figures in detail, but the
following general remarka will
perhaps prove of help to the
skater In learning to master
them.

A rocker la a turn In the same
direction aa the three, but to the

. same edge of the akate as be-

fore: ROF to ROB; ROB to ROF.
The important thtngs to remember are

not to make any change of edge at the
turn and not to make the turn unless on
a good edge.

A counter, on the other hand, la Iden-
tical with the rocker as far aa edges are
concerned, but the body revolution Is
made In the reverae direction, ROF to
ROB; ROB to ROF.

In both rockers and counters, as ref-
erence to Figures 2 and 3 on this page
will show, there are two transverse axes.
The turns must be placed at the point
of Intersection of the axis A-- with the
transverse axis B-- All' three circles
of rockera and counters must be of equal
else. Most skaters make the two outer
circles much smaller than the centre one.
The line A-- must divide the figures into
two equal parte, aa in the eight Thla
will be found quite difficult at first In
regard to the two outer circles.

The difference between the rocker and
the counter la that whereaa In the
former the turn is comparatively easy
to make and the following edge difficult
to hold tor a full circle, in the latter the
turn ia difficult to make and the follow-
ing edge easy to hold.

The rocker Is made by turning the

Few Geniuses
there any connection between

ISgenlua and the color and structure
of a person's faalrT This la the In-

teresting question raised by an English
student, who has taken the pains to find
out what kind of hair has covered the
heads of aeveral thousand men 'and
women cf geniua.

Ilia Investigations seem to establish
the fact that it la exceedingly rare for
a genlua to have red hair. The only poet
he was able to find whose locks were
distinctly reddish was Swinburne. John
liunyan waa the only great reformer
who bad red hair.

For ages, In fact the world has asso-
ciated red hair and beards with men
who, for some reason or other, hold a
very low place In the world's esteem.
In nearly every painting of Cain, the
first murderer, and of Judaa Iscarlot
Christ's betrayer, the art lata have given
them red hair and beards.

the Famous Skater of the Hippo-
drome, Posing Specially for This Page,

Executing the Right Inside Fr
ward Bracket Before Turn.

skating leg In the hip Joint while the up-

per part of the body does not alter Its
position.

In making the fifst curre of the rocker,
the body Is twisted forward In the skat-
ing direction, making the ekate take a
sharp edge, and It is necessary to pay
special attention to the "screwtng"
around of the shoulders and body. The
turn will be facilitated by a glance down
at the moment to see It executed.

The edges should be made strong and
true. The turn must be made without
using the flat of the skate and without
making a change of edge after It To
do this It Is necessary, especially on out-

side rockers, to let the angle succumb to
the weight Just before the turn, and bend
a little, but from strength, under perfect
control and not from weakness.

The balance foot must never awing or
Jerk either forward or backward at the
turns, but must move carefully and
steadily at the proper time. Do not make
the slightest pause In the turna, but keep
up the momentum evenly throughout

The whole movement of the figure must
be continuous and regular.

The counters, too, are turned In the
hip Joint Three movements of the bal-

ance foot are made, but they are made
in such rapid succession that they do
not show separately. Whereas In the
rockers, before the turn, the unemployed
shoulder presses the body In the rotating
direction ; In the counters It rotates back-war- d

and In Inside forward counters it
shoots forward.

For the outside forward counter, the
ahouldera are held flat with the direction
of motion. The mistake is often made
when akatlng thla figure on the right foot
of bringing the left ahoulder forward be-

fore the turn; thla ought not to be done,
because it is liable to produce a change
of edge. The same rule applies to the
left outside forward counter.

Have Red Hair?
An overwhelming majority of the

world's greatest men have had hair
ranging In color from dark brown to
black. Savonarola, the religious re-

former, had coal-blan- hair, but, surpris-
ingly enough, his eyebrows and eye-lashe- a

were a brilliant red.
The structure of the hair, whether

atralght or curly, seems to hsve aa defi-
nite a connection with the possession
of genius, or its lack, as the color. Most
persons of genius had curly or wavy
hair. Among the exceptions were
Napoleon and Andrew Jackson, whose
hair waa remarkable for Its wireness.
Two other notable exceptions were
James Kussell Lowell, the poet and
Grieg, the musician, both of whom had
lank, straight hair.

Thla English Investigator was unable
to find a single Instance of a genlua who
had mouse-colore- d hair, or whose hair
turned prematurely gray.


